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An Introduction To Online Reputation Management

What is Reputation Management?
Anyone can have an online reputation, but the more active you are in the 
offline or online community the more things are likely to appear about you 
online.

There are very few offline (bricks and morter) business that cannot be 
improved with an online presence. Even if an offline business has no online 
presence others can and will comment about you and your business online.

Unfortunately it is a fact that most people are more likely to coment about 
bad things than goods things. That's just the what of the world. Most good 
deeds and great customer service and products go unrecognised online.

However supply one faulty product or one late delivery and you can find 
your good name besmirched online.

Why is this a problem?  Simply because the majority of any business's 
customers will be internet user in some form or manner. Even if they are 
not using the internet to buy from you they will be looking to find you in 
the search engines and if looking to buy a product or service they will be 
checking out your online review.

In fact even those customers who do not actively look for reviews can still 
find them appearing in the top 10 searches for your company's name or 
products search.

If these reviews are derogatory or negative then this can dramatically 
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effect your business. Customers are peer driven and will put a lot of stock 
in a customer review. Statistics show that customers are 42% more likely to 
believe a customer review than information from the seller or product 
manufacturer.

What does that mean to you if you are a business or a local business 
consultant? It means bad press online can reduce if not kill your or your 
clients sales. It also means that with a little work you can change this and 
dramatically increase your sales.

It is just too easy for people to vent their dissatisfaction online today.  Most 
people have smart phones that can post immediately to the internet. Social 
media sites like Facebook and Twitter are now routinely used (and read) by 
millions of people and the ease of posting content means every dissatisfied 
customer can make themselves feel better by ranting about your bad 
service so that millions of others can see it.

Maybe there actually isn't any bad service. Just a misunderstanding or a 
difference of opinion. It really doesn't matter because the only view that 
goes public is the one from your customer.

Of course there may well be very good reasons for your customers 
dissatisfaction and this gives you a great opportunity to identify, fix and 
improve your business for the future.

So offline or online you need to be in full control of your online reputation.
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How to assess, repair, improve and protect your 
reputation

There are a number of steps that you will need to take to discover, repair 
and protect your online reputation. If you follow these steps it is a 
relatively simple task to put in place and deliver a robust reputation 
management service.

1.Discover What's Being Said About You Online

The first step is the investigative phase where you will need to search 
online to find out what is actually being said about you (good or bad).

There are a lot of places that people can comment about you or your 
products and services so this task can take some time to be thoroughly and 
correctly completed.

I will go into more details on exactly what you need to do for each of the 
steps a little later in this report

2. Record Your Reputation Pros and Cons

Next step is to document and record everything you find. A spreadsheet is 
perfect for this and I have included a worksheet to help you with this task.

3. Clean Up Your Online Reputation

Now you know what is being said about you, you can make an assessment as
to your current reputation.
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You or your company will likely fall into one (or more) of three categories

1. Your company is doing everything right. You have lot's of 
feedback and comments across a lot of different platforms, 
social networks and web sites. Almost all of it is good and any 
minor complaints have been responded to and managed to the 
customer's satisfaction.

2. Your company hasn't worried about online reputation 
management and doesn't even know what is being said about 
them. 

When you google the company name you find that the domain is 
it is already taken by another (similarly named) company that 
delivers similar services but has hundreds of very bad reviews 
and comments that are likely to reflect on you.

Worse the business owner has the same name as someone who is
popping up in the search results as bankrupt and convicted of 
scamming his clients.

3. Your company is reflected badly online from a number of sources

Some of the staff, including the director have a number of old 
photo's online. Some are old university “party” photos (oh dear) 
and a couple from an office Christmas party that got completely 
out of hand.

Some unhappy staff are even slating their own company and 
working conditions on Facebook.

A hoard of poor reviews in various business directories indicate 
some core issues in the business and the company name even 
shows up on a “scam reporting” website.

Depending on what you find will depend on the amount of work you now 
need to do. No matter what the current position there are always ways to 
improve and of course you must ensure that you protect your reputation in 
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the future.

Don't worry all will be explained as we go along.

Claim and Manage Your Social Profiles

One of the first steps is to make sure that you register with the main social 
networking sites. In fact as many as possible. This both ensures you have an 
online social presence and your brand or company name is protected in this 
space.

Claim and Manage Your Website Domains

Similarly you should own the domain names for your company name and 
even your own name. Or if they are already taken you need to figure out 
what you will use instead and a plan on how you will make a clear 
distinction between your company and another with a similar domain (web 
site) name.

4. Strengthen Your Online Reputation

Next step is to strengthen the reputation you already have or to 
dramatically improve any poor reputations that may exist. You can of course
try and have any bad comments or content removed but generally you will 
use a process of creating more positive content that will push out the bad 
content.

Generate Loads Of Positive Reviews
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Generating online business reviews is one of the main tasks. Online 
customer reviews are extraordinarily powerful. They can make or break a 
business.

 

Even having no reviews (good or bad) is extremely detrimental. Customer 
reviews can be linked directly to increased customer confidence and sales.

Write and Distribute Your Own Content

Much of the content written about you is not fully in your control. i.e. 
customer reviews or any posting on social networks. These can be added by 
anybody and of course can easily be made to go viral so even one piece of 
detrimental content can quickly be seen by thousands or even millions of 
internet users.

However you can control a lot of content. Posting to your own websites and 
blogs is great way to get your message over to your potential customers. 
Press releases is another great method for “selling” your story.

5. Monitor and Protect Your Future Reputation 

The next step is to actually set up monitoring so that you will be told about 
any new content that is published or distributed online about you and your 
company.

There a few good tools to help automate this.

Note that you have not yet addressed any existing  bad content. I will cover
that a little later as it is fairly in-depth. However I feel it is important to 
get the monitoring in place first so that you start from a position of both 
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knowledge and control.

6. Top Mistakes That Can Ruin Your Reputation

It is very easy to fall into few pot holes when trying to manage your or your 
clients online reputation. In this section I cover a few “gotchas” so that you
can avoid them.

7. How To Properly Manage Negative Reviews

Managing customer reviews, especially on third party review sites is 
something you must be on top of at all times. Negative comments need 
attending to immediately. A good and timely response (done correctly) can 
turn an unhappy customer report into a great promo for your products or 
service. A poor response may only make things worse.

8. Techniques For Removing Or Mitigating Negative Content

In this section I cover the various methods used to remove or mitigate any 
bad content. Depending on where the content is will decide the most 
effective method for addressing it.

9. Check Out Your Competitors

By looking at your competitors reviews, ratings and social mentions you can 
gain some deep insights into your competitors business and how they 
operate. This means you can benefit from that information.
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10. Grow Your Brands Strength And Build  Authority With Constant 
Content

With everything under control you can grow your online presence. This 
really means building up the business as an authority. 

Being an authority will make your company the place to go. It translates 
directly into new business and improved sales and conversions.

It is important to understand that you claim authority by what you say 
online and NOT about what your expertise or product or service is or how 
well it is delivered. Of course if you have all this as well then great.

If someone searches the internet for your company name and you appear in 
all the search results (company web site, forum content, Facebook & 
Google Plus profiles, Q&A sites, images and videos) then your company will 
be perceived as having authority. 

11. Create Your Reputation Management Plan

Even if you are selling Reputation Management Services to clients you will 
need to create a standard operating procedure for the RM process.  Owners 
and staff alike will need to be on-board with the process to reduce or stop 
any negative press, and ensure that any negative press that does arise is 
dealt with correctly within the agreed process.  Reputation Management 
can be sold as a service but the business must hold the responsibility to 
make it work.
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Discover What's Being Said About Your Client Online

Your very first step is to find out what exactly is being said about your 
clients business online.

You will need to look at the business and identify if any key individuals also 
require analysis. If the business relies heavily on the owners name or some 
other key employee or partner then you should also look at their reputation
as well.

Does the company have any key brands or products and services that are 
known by another name?  These will also be need to be added into the mix.

The reason you need to do this is because customers may write reviews, 
posts or comments based on what they bought from the company, the 
company name itself, a brand of the company or some well know specialist 
product or service.

Consider McDonalds. Of course they would look at what people are saying 
about “McDonald” but would also look at ”Big Mac” and other brand name 
items.

Often the business owner is well known and may have other businesses or 
have been involved with other business in the past.  Consider this 
theoretical situation.  Eric Morgan used to run a plumbing business with his 
partner. Things didn't go very well and that company got a bad name for it's 
service. None of it was Eric's fault but the business partnership was 
dissolved and Eric moved on to start up his own plumbing business and now 
delivers a top quality service.

Now if you search the internet for Eric Morgan you will find various reports 
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and reviews from very unhappy previous customers. Prospective customers 
will not distinguish (or even care) between the old business and the new 
business. Once you have made a list of all the names and brands you need 
to assess you will need to do some research.

The key things to check are

1. Google Search

2. Google News

3. Google Images

4. YouTube Videos

5. Keyword Suggest Tools

6. Social Media

7. Forums

8. Review Sites

9. Customer Complaint Sites

Google Search

There are other search engine's besides Google of course but as Google has 
the lion's share of searches it is the prime search engine to work with when 
assessing Reputation. Other main search engines are Bing and Yahoo but 
there are others. As in most services of this kind it is a numbers game. You 
are not looking to find everything under the sun just the majority and in the
main areas that customers will be looking.

Searches and analysis can be time consuming but on the plus side it is well 
known that 95% of searchers never look past page one of Google.
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So if you concentrate on page one of the Google results you will cover most 
of your bases.

Google love customer reviews and they can rank strongly (sometimes for 
the wrong reasons).  Below is a real life example of the troubles you can get
into.
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As you can see some very bad reviews have appeared in the Google search 
for that company name. They even ranked higher than the companies own 
website!

Images
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Google will often return images on it's page one results as you can see 
above.

You can also search Google Images for your company name or brand names 
(and of course personal names). 

If this is your taxi company you really don't want this showing up in the 
search results
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If you do find any images you really do not want showing up then do a 
search of that image using TinEye

https://www.tineye.com/

TinEye does a reverse image search. i.e. you add an image and it finds the 
different locations it can be found online.

You can browse your PC and upload the file or give a URL to an image 
online.
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Videos

If a picture speaks a thousand words then just exactly what will a video tell 
you?

Video is super powerful and one of the top marketing tools used by most 
sellers today. They are quick and easy to create, just press one button on 
your mobile phone. It can be posted on YouTube in few seconds and go viral 
with help of a quick tweet to the authors followers or an update on 
Facebook.

Even an average Joe can have 100's of friends on Facebook and each of 
those can have hundreds of friends. It won't take long for a “video” to go 
viral.

If you thought some images could be embarrassing or detrimental to your 
business then just think what a negative video can do.

Whether that is an unfortunate incident caught by a fellow party goer, a 
fed-up member of the public just cut-up by your delivery van (and videoing 
the bad driving) or a home made review by an unhappy customer, it means 
trouble for your business.

YouTube is by far the biggest and most used video sharing site so you should 
do a search on there for your brand name etc.

Video results may also appear on the Google page one web results so note 
any of those as well.
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Keyword Suggest Tools

Keyword suggest is the list of suggestions that Google show you as you type 
into the search box. The suggestions are popular searches that are being 
made by Google users. 

Actually most of the search engine use keyword suggest with their search 
boxes. As does YouTube and other video sites.

You need to check the Google suggest results to ensure nothing detrimental 
is being prompted. Unfortunately if it is (for instance you type in your 
company name like “Milwaukee Garage Services” and it could prompt with  
Milwaukee Garage Services Scam) it is likely to prompt searchers to select it
and see what it says. This action simply increases the likelihood of it being 
displayed in the search suggestions. It can be a vicious circle you need to 
break.

In the above mock-up things are not looking too good. Not the kind of 
suggestion you want to see if it is your business.

You can see from this that any searcher will be very tempted to click that 
suggestion just to see what it is about. The very drive to click the 
suggestion reinforces it in the results. These can sometimes be hard to fix 
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but I will give the method required, along with all the other “Fix” methods 
in a later chapter.

Social Media

These days everyone is on social media and the content on social media can
go viral in second. Bad reports or images on Facebook or complaints about 
your company or your brand Tweeted can be devastating. You have little or 
no control over social media so even one unhappy customer can cause a 
storm.

You can check all your existing social media accounts if they already exist to
check if any negative postings or comments have been made.   

For a more in-depth look at social media you will need to use some online 
tools to help you

Many tools have free and paid options. Generally you will get a lot more 
functionality or data from the paid options. If you have a few clients then 
the small cost can be spread across them. In most cases  you can charge for 
regular reports and easily cover the cost of third party tools.

SocialMentions.com is a good site to get an overview of your brands 
reputation and reach. In the following example I have typed in “Elizabeth 
Lauten” into Social Mentions. At the time of writing this lady had upset the 
American public with comments about the presidents children. This had a 
significant back-lash from the public as shown in the results below.
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To help understand the report here are some explanations of the various 
data.

1. Strength – The likelihood of you (your phrase) being mentioned based 
on results from the last 24 hours.
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2. Sentiment – How people feel about you. Basically a rating of positive 
mentions v negative mentions.

3. Passion – How likely people are to repeatedly talk about you or your 
brand. If only a few people mention you a lot the percentage will be 
high.

4. Reach – This is really the opposite of passion. In other words if a lot of
people mention you a little your reach will be wide (high). If a few 
people mention you a lot your reach will be less.

In the above report you can see that the negative sentiment outweighs the 
positive sentiment 3 to one. So clearly people are not happy with this lady.

You can also see the top keyword used in the mentions and the top users 
(authors who mention your brand).

Below is more of the same report.

In this you can see the top hashtags being used on Twitter and the sources 
of the data.

Some hashtags definitely show public resentment and many of the latest 
mentions  (shown on the right of the report are definitely negative). If this 
was you or your company then you would be in a lot trouble. 

It is unusual for businesses to get into this much grief but it it is entirely 
possible and something you need to protect against. This would include 
engaging your whole company and staff into protecting your businesses 
reputation. 

I will cover that in more detail in a later chapter.
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OK, So let's take look at a report for Tiger Woods:)

What a difference!  Positive mentions  9 times higher than the negative 
mentions. However there are still some negative ones so you can drill down 
into those to see exactly what is being said. Just click the word negative 
under the “Sentiment” data.
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Now you see exactly where and what has been said.

http://www.uvrx.com

Using the magic of Google Advanced search URVX has put together a social 
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search engine that you can use to find mentions on a number of platforms 
including Facebook - Twitter . Myspace . LinkedIn . Plaxo . Bebo . Tumblr . 
Livejournal . Flickr . Google Plus (G+) 

The results look like any other Google search but they are specific to the 
social networks you select.
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Selecting Social will search all networks but you can also choose any 
individual network which is better when trying to identify mentions or 
results for initial assessment.

Below is a list of other free tools you may find useful when searching the 
internet for what is being said about you, your brand, your company or 
client.

http://addictomatic.com

Shows mentions from a range of social sites. These can be tailored to meet 
your particular client needs.

http://twazzup.com

Only finds Tweets from Twitter but is great free tool

http://www.icerocket.com

Finds mentions on Blogs, Facebook and Twitter. It has an option to select 
only past month/week/day so is great for looking at recent trends.

http://topsy.com

Similar to icerocket  but see results for Twitter, photos and videos all in one 
place. Very easy to use.

http://backtweets.com/

A fast and easy way to search the Twitter archives for any mentions.
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http://www.socialpointer.com/

A new contender and still in beta but with some great features. I quote:

“SocialPointer is the first dedicated Real-Time Social Media Marketing 
platform.
SocialPointer provides Real-Time Social Media Monitoring tools for 
marketing agencies & individuals and enables them to track, monitor and 
respond in Real-time to relevant social mentions and user conversation.

Your potential clients & customers are talking about you somewhere and 
right now can you hear it?
Are you listening to the online social conversations?
Your clients are looking for you right now on the social web, can you tap in 
to their conversation?

SocialPointer’s Comprehensive social media monitoring platform, enables 
you to easily Track & Monitor Real-Time User Generated Content (UGC) 
about: brands, products, markets & competitors in the social media. Our 
unique social tracking algorithms cover more than 100+ social media 
properties and aggregate content from all over the social web. We 
constantly scan and cover: Blogs, Microblogs, News, Social bookmarks, Story
submissions services, Photo & Video sharing services such as: Twitter, 
Facebook, FriendFeed, YouTube, Digg, Delicious, Stumbleupon, Technorati, 
Google Blog search, Google news, Yahoo News and many more…in order to 
provide our users full social content coverage.”

http://www.howsociable.com

A simple to use multiple social monitor that defines your social magnitude 
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with a simple score. These types of measures are great for presenting to 
clients or prospects. 

http://kred.com

Another site that will give you a social “Kred” score

In Conclusion

Social media is popular and so is a prime place for people to leave reviews. 
Are all reviews driven by dissatisfaction? Well you decide. Below is a 
comment I found on one blog.

Some of the above simply require you to add a search phrase for your 
name ,company name or brand etc. and will create a report. Others require
you to add your own social networks to the site and they will then measure 
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your social score and in most cases tell you what is needed to improve it.

Remember that at this point we are simply trying to find out what is 
currently being said about your client or company so you make an 
estimation of their reputation.

The information from these types of applications are great for showing to 
prospects and can be “foot in the door” types of reports.

There are many paid applications to monitor social mentions and you should
do your own Google search and a little research to see if any of those fit 
your particular needs.  The cost of these applications vary considerably so 
your current business position may decide what you want to invest and what
you can purchase.

Most have monthly fees and are probably best priced into client contracts 
either directly as monthly reports or indirectly as part of the overall service
offering.

As I initially said this part of your reputation management can take a little 
time. Of course the more thorough you look into things at this point the 
better the position you will be in to address any issues and you have a fixed 
point and data from which to build on with your reputation management 
and brand improvement services.

Remember there is more to Reputation Management than just getting rid of 
negative mentions and reviews. You need to consolidate and grow your 
brand over time.

In many cases when performing these searches you find very little actually 
returns in the results. Although that is a good thing as far as having no 
negative mentions it is a bad thing as far as brand reach and authority is 
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concerned

Having little or no results for prospective customers to find out more about 
you and your services will see them scurrying to your competitors that do 
have a major presence.

Forums

Many businesses will have related forums and these can have significant and
active communities. It makes sense to identify these forums and perform 
the same searches to see what, if anything, is being said about your 
business.

You can search for forums by using Google. Simply type in your business, 
niche or product plus the word forum. That will return any related forums.

There are also a couple of useful search engines specifically for forum 
content.

http://omgili.com

This is a beta search engine for forum posts and discussion. It searches and 
indexes forums so the results will get better over time. A good general tool 
for checking forum content.

http://boardreader.com

Similar to Omgili. To search forums select the 'forums' link at the top of the 
search page.
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Review Sites

The next are you need to investigate are customer reviews. Firstly on your 
clients own site if reviews have been implemented. Likely that is not the 
case but that does not stop anyone adding reviews (good and bad) to third 
party review sites.

Your clients business and their location may well dictate what business 
directories they are listed in. Many of these have customer feedback and 
review options so will need to be checked.

So the first thing you need to do is identify the key directories that you 
need to check.

There are a few important “global” directories or review sites like Google 
Plus Local

https://plus.google.com/local

In the search below I am looking at plumbers in Plymouth. The screenshot 
shows the first two results.

Note that the first has no reviews at all (not good) and the second has a 
number of reviews and 5 star rating (so apparently good). You can then drill 
down into individual reviews if there are any for concern.

Do businesses really need to get reviews? Well if your search for a Plymouth 
Plumber returned these two, which one would you be tempted to call? 
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Another major global review site is Trip Advisor  

http://www.tripadvisor.com 
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(Actually there are country variants of the domain but all offer global 
searches)

Trip Advisor is a review site specifically for travel related industries like 
hotels, lodgings, vacation rentals, restaurants and attractions. If you have a
hotel or any kind of eatery then you want to be in this directory.

Customers will be self-motivated to give poor reviews when things have not 
gone well for them. However generally they are not so motivated to leave 
good reviews when all goes well.

This is basically human nature. In many cases a good stay is your 
expectation so when it happens you don't feel the need to express how good
things were.

Generally it will need an exceptional experience to prompt customers to 
write a positive review with no prompting. However you can improve this 
situation dramatically and I will be covering that in details in a later 
chapter

For now, take look at a typical search results on Trip Advisor for a specific 
hotel.

Again not a review you would want to see for your business. However they 
do happen and managing them is all part of what I will cover in this guide.
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Yellow Pages is another very popular directory. An online spin-off the old 
original commercial telephone directories.

Yellow pages has a different web site for each country it operates in. Not all
are the same legal entity and there are a number of copy cat sites that 
seem to leverage off the name.

For example

UK  http://www.yell.com (same as www.yellowpages.co.uk)

USA www.yellowpages.com

AUS https://www.yellowpages.com.au

CA  http://www.yellowpages.ca/

NZ  http://yellow.co.nz/
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The screen shot above shows a typical Yellow Pages listing, the overall star 
ratings and the individual reviews.

Other well known business directories include

http://superpages.com

http://citysearch.com

http://urbanspoon.com

http://www.insiderpages.com

http://www.merchantcircle.com

http://www.judysbook.com

http://www.thomsonlocal.com
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The directory and review sites will vary by country so the best way to find 
directories specific to your country and business is to type a local search in 
Google

i.e.  If I type in Plymouth plumbers (I am currently in the UK) I get the 
following results
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From the above you can see that results from yell.com, 
thomsonlocal.com,free-index.co.uk and 192.com all show on page one.

This means that reviews on these sites could potentially rank on Google 
page one.

You will need to check the reviews on these sites, any other local or country
directories you identify or any business specific directories at the very 
least. Like everything the more you check the better but the authoritative 
sites are the ones that are liable to rank their reviews so need to be at the 
top of the list.

Important Note:

Sometimes you need to look at where the client products or services are 
being sold. For instance do they sell through Amazon or Ebay? Or some 
other third party online market. If so their products will be getting 
customer reviews on those specific sites and you will need to be checking 
those as well.

Customer Complaint Sites

There are a lot of websites known as “complaint sites”.  Some are run by 
“official” organisations but some are simply a focal point for consumers to 
tell their bad experiences. 

Many upset customers will find their way to these sites and some of the 
content can be damming. Many of these sites seem to encourage or at least 
offer an environment where strongly worded complaints can be written.
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Some sites offer the ability for businesses to respond to these specific 
complaints but not all.

Unfortunately they are easy places for anyone who wants to hurt your 
reputation to post anything they like. Legitimate or not. So a good search of
these sites is a must.

There are lot's of these types of sites and I have listed a few below

http://www.pissedconsumer.com/

http://www.mouthshut.com/

http://www.complaintsboard.com/

http://www.consumeraffairs.com/

http://www.complaints.com/

http://www.shamscam.com/

http://www.consumerreports.org/

http://www.ripoffreport.com/

However you can use this search engine at Go Fish Digital to search a large 
number of complaint sites in one go.

http://gofishdigital.com/complaint-search/
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Record Your Reputation Pros and Cons

As you perform your in depth search for mentions and comments about your
clients company, products, brands and leaders you will need to record that 
data for future analysis.
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It is important to record both good and bad mentions but if the majority is 
good (hopefully) then you may want to record less detail on the good stuff 
but more detail of they bad stuff.

However this will depend on what your service offering is. For instance 
having a detailed understanding of the good reviews and mentions can tell 
you where a business id doing well or even individual departments staff are 
over performing.

This allows you to leverage from the good performances and use this 
information and even these people to help drive the same kind of service or
production in the departments that may not be faring as well. This can not 
only improve reputation but improve business at the same time.

The data is best saved in a spreadsheet so that it can be easily manipulated 
and assessed in the next stage. It also a good way to present the raw data 
to clients if needed.

For guidance I have included an example worksheet you can use to collect 
data

 

It's very simple but feel free to add in any additional columns for additional 
data you think you find useful.

This date is what will be assessed to decide what the current reputation of 
the business is and what needs addressing urgently as well as belonging to 
create the long term Reputation Management Operating Procedures in later 
stages.
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Complete a form for each search area. i.e. Google search, Bing Search, 
each review site or complaints site.  Enter the details of the search site and
exactly what you are searching for (i.e. what you put in the search box – 
the company name or brand or persons name or product name etc. 

If you are collecting all data (good and bad) it is better to use individual 
sheets as described above.  Once all the sheets are completed you can 
move all the “negative” data into a spread single sheet. This will facilitate 
the repair process explained in a later chapter.

Complete the form by entering the search position of any results (Google 
position on page one (or 2 if required). Not everything will be found in 
Google search so that may not be relevant for all mentions and reviews.

Of course you need the url of anything you find so you can find it again later
and it is useful to include the type of site. i.e. blog, video, review, 
complaint etc. Do use a standard set of “types” so you can easily sort 
and/or filter on the data. This will make things a lot easier when assessing 
the data.

Also note if it is under your control. That means is it on your web site or 
Facebook fan page? Can you remove or delete the mention yourself?

Note if there is an option to respond to the comments or reviews. The 
mention may not be in you control but you may have the opportunity to 
respond directly on the site. This allow you to plan a written response for 
mitigating the bad review and even turning it into a positive. I cover exactly
how to do that in detail in a later chapter.

Also for reviews or ratings record the star rating. Normally 1-5. Again stick 
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to numbers so you can sort on that column later.

Of course you need to record the full mentions or reviews. This can 
generally be copied and pasted into the form directly from the source web 
page.

Clean Up Your Online Reputation

The next step is start to improve your online reputation by pushing any 
negative content off the Google front page. At this point you will be using a 
blanket strategy to dominate the first page of Google (and other search 
engine) results with your brand, name, product or business name. 

As I mentioned earlier Google is by far the most used search engine so we 
target Google primarily. In practice by dominating Google you will also find 
yourself doing the same with other search engines.

Add to that the fact that most searchers never look past Google's page one, 
then by pushing any negative data onto page 2 or beyond pretty much 
guarantees it will never be seen.

Later I will talk about addressing particular pieces of negative content but 
for now you need to take this blanket approach.
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Claim and Manage Your Social Profiles

Step one is to create a number of social accounts on the top social 
platforms (Facebook, Twitter, YouTube, Linkdin, Google Plus etc.).  As these 
sites have very high authority any of their inner pages will rank highly.

So by simply creating an account and completing your profile you can find 
several pages appearing on Google page one very quickly.

You do need to ensure that all the accounts have the same name. i.e. the 
name you are targeting.  If your business is “Bill Blogs Bikes” then that is 
what all your accounts should be called.  

If these accounts are already taken by another “Bill Blogs” then you need to
think carefully about what you call your accounts. You still need to keep 
your name in there. So maybe you call yourself

Bill Blogs Bikes Bournemouth or The Bill Blogs Bikes or some other minor 
variation on the name. That way you keep your main keywords intact and 
ranking on page one will still be possible.

I won't be going into SEO or “search engine optimization” specifically in this
guide but using basic SEO techniques will enable you to relatively easily 
rank for business, product and brand names etc.  Generally those names are
pretty unique and have little competition so ranking them may happen 
naturally or they can be pushed using some basic SEO if needed.

In practice SEO is a powerful weapon for Reputation Management as the 
basic method of removing negative content is to push it down the search 
results by pushing up your own positive (or neutral) content. Keep that in 
mind as you progress through this guide.
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There are a number of good reasons for creating social accounts and 
profiles. Not only can push out other unwanted content from the search 
results but by owning the brand and/or business/personal name in all the 
social networks you stop anyone else (either with the same or similar name,
or even someone trying to leverage from or damage your brand.

By having multiple social accounts you will also appear more often in web 
searches and that will strengthen and add authority to your brand.

Target the more authoritative social sites first but claim as many social sites
for yourself or your client as you can.

Here is my top social network sites and I suggest you sign up to Facebook, 
Twitter, LinkedIn, Pinterest, Google + and Google + Local and YouTube first.

Facebook https://www.facebook.com/

 
Twitter https://twitter.com/

  
LinkedIn https://www.linkedin.com/

 

Pinterest https://pinterest.com

Google Plus https://plus.google.com/
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Google Plus Local (if bricks & mortar)

https://plus.google.com/local

YouTube  https://youtube.com

Instagram http://instagram.com/

Tumblr https://www.tumblr.com/

Flickr https://www.flickr.com/

MySpace  https://myspace.com/

Bebbo  http://www.bebo.com/

After creating your profiles you need to make sure that the public URL for 
your profile contains your business or brand name. Some sites do this by 
default but others just create a random URL .

In the example below you can see my LinkedIn account. Go to “Edit Profile”
and you will see the public profile URL.

Click on that to open the public profile and you can edit the URL at the 
bottom right.
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You can see in the screenshot above that TonyMarriott was already taken so 
I have used TonyMarriottCoach. It still retains my name so will still rank for 
that.

 You can also get custom URLs for your Google + profile
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For all your social accounts check your public profile. That is what the 
public and Google can see.  Make sure they are all the same or at least 
contain your brand or business name.
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The other area to look at for your social profiles are the privacy settings of 
each account. All accounts are different but you need to go through the 
privacy setting specifically to make sure that only the information you want
to make public is actually made public.

Some sites like Facebook have quite complex privacy setting so just go 
through each one and ensure it is set as you require.

Claim and Manage Your Website Domains

Once you have claimed all your social accounts and set up the profiles the 
next step is create some of you own online real estate. 

First step is to get a domain name for your main site or blog. That should be
your business name or brand. As with your social profile names you may not 
get the exact one you want so you may need to get creative.

Firstly ensure you get a .com domain unless you are truly a local site in 
which case get a local domain extension like co.uk for the UK for instance.

If you do not have a domain for your business or brand then check at  
Godaddy.

https://uk.godaddy.com/

Type in the name you want and you will get a result that shows if it is 
available or not. If available you can proceed to purchase it, if not you will 
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see something like the screenshot below.

In this case you will need to get a little creative to come up with an 
available name.

Maybe add your town or city, your trade or  some other differentiator to the
domain name

such as

PlymouthMyBusinessName

MyBusinessNamePlumbers

MyBusinessNameSpecialists

Checkout similar businesses in your area to see what domain names they 
are using.
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There are so many domain extension these days it is unlikely to be a 
realistic option to purchase all the extensions for your chosen domain. 
However you should purchase the .com, .net and .org of the domain name 
to stop anyone leveraging directly from your name or using it to your 
detriment.

Of course an upset customer can choose a similar domain name if they feel 
that strongly.

Famously one unhappy customer bought the following domain and built a 
extremely powerful website around it

That domain is  “PaypalSucks.com” http://www.paypalsucks.com/

Apparently PayPal tried to get it closed down based on misuse of trademark 
name but the courts decided that it was giving a valid and useful service to 
the public so declined PayPal's request to seize the domain. 

And they are not the only one's  http://www.paypalwarning.com/

I'm not suggesting that anything on those sites is right or wrong, I have no 
idea. I am simply showing you that in extreme cases unhappy customers can
go to any lengths to damage your reputation.

You would probably need to be large company or have a lot of unhappy 
people to get that kind of attention. However, the power of the internet 
means just one upset customer can make these things happen.
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Your plan here though is to spread good words about your business or brand.
With your own websites you have full control over your content. You can 
manage customer interaction and enable what is and is not shown.  You can 
create lots of great positive press for yourself.

And a self hosted domain of a businesses or brand name will generally rank 
on page one very easily so another opportunity to add more content to the 
page one results and push down any negative content.

You will need some hosting and then you will need to 'add-on' your domain. 
Then use WordPress, the free blogging platform/CMS to create your site.

You then need to write a few interesting posts or articles about the 
company or brand. I suggest adding around ten posts to start and then 
continue adding one a week for a couple of months. 

One good way to decide what to write about in your posts is to look at any 
negative Google results you have found. Look through the “complaints” and 
write an article that addresses that particular issue in a positive way (not 
referring to the complaint specifically) but the general issue or subject of 
the complaint.

Be sure to extract keywords from the original negative post to add to your 
post. That way you will likely rank for the same keywords as the original 
post. This may help push it down the search engines or even if your positive
post appears in the same search results it will have a mitigating effect.

I won't be going in depth into how to create web sites or WordPress blogs in 
this guide. It is likely these will already be in your skillset. If not there are 
plenty of tutorials around for those activities.
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In fact there is extensive video training for free on my blog at http://Tony-
Marriott.com.

Strengthen Your Online Reputation

Generate Loads Of Positive Reviews

Next step in your reputation management master pan is to generate loads 
of positive customer reviews.

This will achieve two objectives.

1. If you have a lot of negative reviews or low ratings it will bring up the 
average rating and “dilute” the negative ratings.

2. If you have no or just a few reviews this will power up the number of 
your reviews. More reviews is always better and always translates into
more sales.

Getting customer reviews cannot just be left to chance. Basic human nature
means that customers who get a poor experience will be 10 times more 
likely to give you a review than those with a good or medium experience.

In this section I am talking about third party review sites like Trip Advisor  
or Yellow Pages etc.  These sites are typical of the sites that prospective 
customers will look at before buying your products or services.

These sites are not directly within your control so left to their own devices 
you are very likely to get some issues.
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Of course most businesses believe there customer service is the best but 
the reality is there are normally lots of opportunities for your process to fail
or your staff to make mistakes.

The best thing to do is manage those reviews. As you can't do that directly I 
have created a WordPress plugin called Power Online Reviews (POR).

This plugin is very simple to install and configure. Once set up it will allow 
your customers to rate your service or product.

That way you maximise your positive reviews on third party sites while 
gathering the information you need to improve your services or products 
and quickly address individual customer complaints before they start to tell 
the world.
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If they give a poor rating that data will be captured and stored locally in 
your sites database for review and attention by you and your staff.
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If your customer gives a good rating they will be immediately prompted to 
write a review on a third party review site of your choice.
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Driving Customer Reviews

As a consultant you need to come up with a plan that your client can 
implement. This will include actively asking for customer reviews

1. Email campaigns to existing customers

2. Prompted by staff after a purchase

3. Automatic email of review links after purchase 

Even if sales are made offline then you can have cards or flyers to give to 
customers after purchase.

This will require you to include all staff and anyone who engages with a  
customer to be included in the reputation management process. I will 
discus this more a bit later when I talk about standard operating 
procedures.

Write and Distribute Your Own Content 

Although customer reviews on third party sites are not under your control 
you can easily create and manage anything on your own sites.

You or your client may already have a business web site but you can still 
add a blog. A blog is a great way to interact directly with your customers.

You can make informative posts about your business and any growth or 
changes that may be useful to customers. However be aware that what may
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seem great to you, may not be as interesting to your customer.

You need to make sure that the content is “all about the customer” not “all
about you” initially.

Of course as you get more content you can add in some posts that benefit 
you. You can talk about your great customer service and give examples. You 
can tell customers about upcoming sales and offer discount vouchers etc.

This will keep your customers interested and coming back. The idea is to 
give customers things they will want so they return regularly to your blog or
website. 

Then interspersed, you can guide customers to purchase pages on you main 
website or encourage them to visit your shop or office etc. Think about 
reputation. What can you tell your customers that will give them more 
confidence in you?

Look at your bad reviews that have been saved to your site by the Power 
Online Review plugin (POR). Check also any poor reviews on third party sites
from your worksheet. Are there any recurring themes? or a specific issue 
you can respond to in a generic fashion?

If you have a customer that has complained about slow response when 
phoning your business, you could make a post about how you have 
instigated a new process for answering customer calls that has improved 
response times. Don't talk about the complaint just write it as generic 
informational post. That way anyone coming to your site after reading the 
specific complaint may find more confidence in your business after reading 
that you have already made changes to address that issue.
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It's all about balance. You need to keep people engaged and coming back so 
give them what they want. Then add in what you want to say.

You can also display reviews on your own site using the POR plugin and of 
course the third party sites.

If you have set-up your social accounts you will also be able to add positive 
content to those as well. There are plugins that allow you to automatically 
add your blog posts to Facebook or Twitter etc. but you also need to add 
unique content as well.

The main idea here is to put as much positive content and as many positive 
mentions across the internet as you can. You should see by now that it does 
not happen by accident it needs be by design.  You need to make a specific 
plan and a specific effort to make all this happen.

This will not only improve your reputation with the positive content it will 
build your authority which in turn increases reputation.

Monitor and Protect Your Future Reputation 

At this point you have a clear understanding of your current reputation. You
have claimed your social network accounts and domains. You have your own
business blog and you have started to increase the positive content and 
reviews.

In a later chapter I will look at repairing any existing damaged reputation 
and how to respond to negative reviews directly.
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Before addressing that though you need to set up a system to monitor your 
ongoing reputation. At the moment you have drawn a line in the sand as it 
were but every day can mean new issues and complaints appearing 
somewhere.

It may be easy enough to read the review coming in to your POR plugin but  
there can still be comments and reviews posts anywhere on the web.

It is just not practical to search this manually every day or even every week
or every month.

There are a number of programs and web services that will allow you to 
monitor what is being said about you on the internet in real time.

Google Alerts

One of the simplest to set up is Google alert. It's also completely free.

https://www.google.com/alerts

You can set up alerts to monitor your name, your business name, your brand
or products. 

Go to the Google alerts web page. You will need to be logged into a Google 
account (Gmail). If you don't have a Google account (shame on you) then 
you can create one for free.
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In the "Create an alert about" box, enter in the words you want to get email
notifications for.  

Click Show options to customize things like how often you get alerts, types 
of websites you want to search, and the email address for your alerts. 

Change “How Many” to All Results and change the email address if you want
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the results delivered elsewhere.

Click “Create Alert” to add your new alert to your account. I suggest 
initially creating alerts both with and without quotes i.e.

My Business Name and  “My Business Name”

Over time you can change that or change “How Many” to “only the best 
results” to tweak exactly what you getting back from Google.

Of course you will need someone to review the results daily and identify 
any complaints, poor reviews or other negative mentions that may need 
your immediate attention.
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Monitoring Key Social Networks

http://www.social-searcher.com

Is not only a great manual search tool but you can set up alerts to get 
notified of any new social media mentions. You can see the kind of results 
from a search below
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As you can see above a search on my name reveals some Tweets about a 
product I released recently.

You can set up one automated alert for free but can pay for the premium 
options to get more. Actually this is one of the cheapest social alert 
platforms I have found.

Top Mistakes That Can Ruin Your Reputation

1. Social Media, Alcohol and Anger

It's a very bad idea to get on Facebook or Twitter after having a few too 
many drinks. Companies have to be careful about what they say in posts 
and tweets. Even a couple of beers (or wines), can completely remove your 
“common sense filter”.  Anger can do the same thing. There's nothing more 
embarrassing than waking up and discovering what you posted the night 
before.

2. Badmouthing Clients, Customers or Staff

Never badmouth a client or customer online or offline. The whole point of 
your online presence is to attract clients and customers. When you say 
something nasty or inappropriate about one, this sends the message to 
prospects that you don't respect them. Even if you have the greatest 
product, your customers will walk. 

In fact never bad mouth anyone. This goes for colleagues, competitors, or 
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any other people that may annoy you. In fact everyone. Even the complete 
donkeys. 

You should be building a reputation for being a professional but friendly 
person that anyone can feel comfortable sharing information with.

Remember Gerald Ratner's infamous statement that saw him ousted from 
his own company.

Ratner said: “We also do cut-glass sherry decanters complete with six 
glasses on a silver-plated tray that your butler can serve you drinks on, all 
for £4.95. People say 'How can you sell this for such a low price?' I say, 
because it's total crap."

His confession led to him being thrown off the board as sales collapsed 
before the chain was renamed.

3. Lying

The urge to lie or bend the truth online is always there. It's easier to lie 
through a computer screen than in person. In fact, you may be stretching 
the truth without realizing it. But the best thing you can do for your 
reputation is to be honest and transparent. You should always assume that a
lie will be discovered and the inevitable damage to your reputation that 
will ensue.

Likewise never EVER consider faking your reviews. Not only will you get 
caught out and ruin your reputation irreparably but you could also find 
yourself facing criminal charges and huge fines.
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4. Embarrassing Photos and Videos

One embarrassing photo can completely ruin your online reputation. Think 
of all the celebrities that have suffered this fate. Be careful about what 
you're doing whenever cameras are present (or even when you think they 
are not). Every mobile phone is fitted with a camera and I can guarantee 
that if you do anything embarrassing someone will get a picture (or worse a 
video). You want your viral video to be one about your latest products, not 
how drunk you were at a party last weekend.

It's not just drunken events. It's all aspects of you and your business. I gave 
you an example of a unfortunate photo earlier. It can happen any time and 
anywhere.
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5. Not Responding To Customer Complaints

Always respond to customers quickly and attentively. When a customer 
complains about your company, other potential customers are listening. If 
you're not answering or responding, they'll think you don't care. Don't hide 
away, engage the customer in conversation (even most online reviews or 
posts allow you to respond). complaints can be turned to your advantage 
and upset customers can be become raving fans. It's all in the way you a 
handle them. This is so important I have dedicated a complete chapter on 
how to manage customer complaints.
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6. Don't Get Defensive

Again, if there's a complaint or someone says something nasty about you, 
don't get defensive. This looks bad, even if you're in the right and the other 
person is a complete jerk. When you're defensive, it looks like the 
complainant is probably right and you have no reasonable response. It also 
shows a lack of confidence on your part. Always handle complaints in a 
friendly and professional manner. Keep cool, empathise with the 
complainant. Let them know you understand. Often they just want to vent. 
If there is a (even perceived) issue. Try and resolve it. If that means going 
the extra yard then do that.

7. Un-contactable or Invisible? 

OK, you can't be available 24*7 but customers don't know that if you don't 
tell them. Make sure your opening or office hours are clear on all the 
contact forms or links. Remember not all customers may be local. If you are
in the UK say so. If you have overseas clients that order online then make 
sure they know when you are physically available. Don't disappear for days 
or weeks on end. Make sure someone covers for you if you are on holiday. 
Make it part of your regular routine to be present and interact with your 
customers and prospects online.

8. Online Reputation Is An Ongoing Process

Actively monitor your reputation. Set up automated systems like Google 
Alerts to do this for you. Don't just address it when a problem occurs. Set 
up alerts so that you know when people are talking about you and respond 
quickly and appropriately when they do.
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Reputation Management Is For Everyone

By that I mean everyone in your business. That includes all staff 
(warehouseman, delivery drivers, receptionists, sales staff etc.) make sure 
they understand how serious online reputation is and how their offline 
actions can become online complaints. Ensure they realize their 
responsibility in the reputation management process. Create a reputation 
standard operating procedure so that everyone is on the same page and you
can actively prepare against issues and be able to deal effectively with 
complaints if they arise.

How To Properly Manage Reviews

Why Respond to Reviews?

A Few Facts: (Source TripAdvisor)

57% of customers agree that seeing management responses to a review 
generally makes them more likely to buy your products or services.

84% of customers agree that an appropriate management response to a bad 
review improves their impression of the business.

78% of customers agree that seeing a management response to reviews 
makes them believe that the company cares more about its customers.

64% of users agree that an aggressive/defensive management response to a 
bad review makes them less likely to buy products or services” 
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Potential customers visiting review sites read management responses more 
carefully than the actual online review.

Responding To Reviews

Many businesses believe that online reviews are either positive or negative. 
However in reality many reviews contain mixed views and the text can 
often not reflect the actual star rating given. When customers post reviews,
they can often add both good and bad comments.

i.e.  **** (4 star) The sales staff were excellent and attentive. Although 
after after making my decision it took a considerable time to get through 
the checkout.

 

You cannot assume this a good review and ignore the comment. You need to
address all reported issues. Customers want to feel heard, so if you don’t 
address constructive feedback in their reviews, it will seem that the 
business isn’t really listening to it's customers.

So the first step in deciding how to respond is to categorise all the 
comments, posts and mentions as one of the following

Positive Review

Mixed review

Negative Review
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Of course not all online comments and reviews can be responded to so you 
can only publicly respond to ones that allow this.

For most third party review sites you will need an account for your business 
so that you have the full facilities to respond and post comments and 
review responses.

In general it is useful that all responses are done by one person or at least 
responses are vetted before being added to review sites.

This should be defined in your Reputation Management operating 
procedure.

Responding To Positive Reviews

Although responding to positive reviews may not be at the top of your list if
you have just started to find negative reviews but it is important to have 
this as part of your reputation management process. Responding to positive 
comments allows you to emphasise the things you have done well. Engaging 
your customers in conversation improves your brand and authority and 
encourages others to leave positive reviews.

Probably the easiest reviews to respond to. 

Thank the reviewer for their positive comments. Refer specifically to what 
they have said. This reiterates the positive review and shows that your 
response is individual and personal and not just some stock answer.
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Even positive reviews may have some criticism or minor issue included. 
Ensure you respond specifiably to those.

Responding To Mixed Reviews

Taking some statistics from various pieces on online research you can make 
the following lose assumption.

An average reader will take approximately 30 seconds to read 100 words 
online. For every additional 100 words the reader will take less than 5 
seconds. So after 100 words it would seem that the readers interest or 
concentration is lost and they start to only “scan” any text.

So when responding to a review it makes sense to try and keep your 
response to not much more than 100 words. Or at least ensure that the 
pertinent response is included in the first 100 words or so.

So you have approximately 30 seconds to engage and answer the reviewer 
before they drift off.

When needing to address a negative comment in a mixed review this is best 
done by sandwiching the response to the negative comment between 
positive statements. 

So your response will be in three parts 

1. Thank them and reiterate the positive comments.

2. Address the negative comment
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3. Make an offer for direct contact for further discussion and/or generic 
positive re-iteration.

This will ensure that the the best positive response is taken in by the reader
early when their concentration is at it's peak. The positive reiteration and 
addressing of any issues shows that the response is personal and specific.

For example.

Review: *** (3 star)

My family and I came to your restaurant for a birthday meal. I have to say 
that the food was exceptional and the room decoration was a treat. It felt 
very comfortable and the eating inexperience was lovely.  However as we 
ended our meal everything seemed to be very rushed. Our plates were 
cleared almost before we had finished and the waitress was ushering us out 
quite assertively. It made me feel very uncomfortable.

Response:

Thank you so much choosing us for your meal and your review. We are so 
pleased that you found the food so nice and were impressed with our 
recently refurbished dining area.

We work very hard at ensuring out diners get the very best experience. We 
are very sorry that the experience at the end of the meal was not to your 
expectations but we will take your experience as an example in our staff 
training to improve our customers experience.
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We look forward to you revisiting our restaurant and enjoying our wonderful
menu.

Responding To Negative Reviews

Negative reviews need to be dealt with carefully and promptly.

It helps considerably if you can categories the type of negative review and 
hence the type of response required.

Generally you can put complaints or negative reviews into 3 categories

1. An inherent or systemic issue with the business, service or product. 
This is likely to affect a lot of customers. It may take some work or 
time to fix systemic issues but they are usually quantifiable and 
solvable

2. An issue that is not easily remedied. i.e. a physical issue with the 
building or infrastructure.

These kind of issues my be either very expensive, or require 
significant time to resolve. In some cases they may not be resolvable 
directly but will require “alternative” or “workaround”  solutions to 
be created. Your response may only be to explain workarounds and/or 
your more long term plans for the solution.

3. An issue that is easily, quickly or cheaply remedied. May include issues
that occur only very rarely.
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These kind of issues can be addresses immediately or may need 
nothing more than an apology and recognition. In some cases 
continuing the resolution privately may be beneficial. With a private 
response you can offer some kind of recompense. Free meal or 20% of 
their next purchase for example.

For Example:

Review: Systemic Issue

I work in Landenbury Rd and I come to your sandwich shop every day a 
around 12:30. I appreciate that is lunch time and you will be busy but there
is never more than two people on the counter. It takes most of my short 
lunch break just to purchase my sandwich. Annoyingly I went to your shop 
early on Wednesday around 10 am and it was very quiet. But you had three 
staff on the counter!!

Response:

Thank you so much for choosing our sandwiches and for taking time out of 
your busy schedule to give us your feedback. Very sorry your valuable time 
is being taken up queuing for your lunch. I can understand how frustrating 
that can be. I have looked at this and you are absolutely right, so we have 
now changed the break times of the counter staff to ensure we are fully 
staffed over the busy lunchtime period.

The shortened wait times should help you enjoy our sandwiches even more.
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Review: Not Easily Remedied

I visit your sandwich shop daily via your entrance in Stanley St. Today 
however I find that entrance is closed with a notice to use the entrance in 
Landenbury Rd. It takes me another 10 minutes to walk around to the other 
entrance which means I get back to my workplace with no time left to eat. 
What's happening and for how long?

Response:

Thanks for choosing our sandwiches for your daily lunch and your valuable 
time letting us know your experience. Unfortunately the building landlords 
are making repairs to the floor above and this has forced us to close off the 
main entrance.  It will be clear again on 15th of May but to make things 
easier for you from today, we will be taking orders by phone and can deliver
to your office. 

I am very happy you can continue to enjoy our sandwiches without taking 
up all your lunch time.

Review: Easily Remedied

I purchased a cheese, onion and mayo brown bread sandwich from your 
shop today. I took it back to my office to eat a little later.  Imagine my 
surprise when I bit into my sandwich and discovered there was no mayo at 
all. When I make an order I expect to get what I asked for. Bad sandwich, 
bad service, not happy!
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Response:

Thanks for your feedback. Yes, we offer a huge choice of ingredients for our
sandwich fillings and each sandwich is individually made for each customer. 
We did get caught on the hop today as a local football match brought a 
large crowd of additional customers to us in the afternoon. The extra 
pressure trying to serve everyone was likely the reason for the error in your 
order.

We will make a note of future match days to ensure we have additional 
staff on those days. If you would like to discuss this further please do 
contact me on our email address ben@bensbutties.com.

Note: If the customer contacts you by email you could offer a free sandwich
or something similar as recompense. This small gesture will likely go a very 
long way to keeping this customer happy and coming back.

As I mentioned earlier DO NOT offer free gifts or compensation publicly as 
that will encourage complaints just to get a reward. Not a route you want 
to go.

Conversing In Public & Private

If you cannot resolve the reviewers issue in your response you can end your 
response with an invitation for them to take the conversation private. 
Consider offering a free sample to an unhappy customer. As I said, don't do 
this publicly or you may open the gates for a raft of complaints designed to 
solicit free goods. 
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If you are able, we suggest making these peace offerings private when 
inviting the customer back. However be careful when adding contact 
information. A business email or phone number is usually the best. Use the 
same email or numbers that you would find on your “Contact Us” page

When messaging with an upset customer online, remember that everyone 
else can (and will in the future) read your dialogue. You're not only writing 
to the one upset customer but to all of your other customers and prospects.
Formulate your response with this in mind. If handled well, you can turn a 
complaint into a PR opportunity.

Techniques For Removing Or Mitigating Bad Content

If you do find any damaging content then you will likely want to try and get 
it removed. Exactly what it is, and where it is will decide the approach you 
need to take to try and get the content removed or mitigate it's impact.

Your first reaction on any damaging content will be to want it removed 
immediately. However you need to take some time and ask a few questions 
first.

1. Is the content valid? Or is it an outright lie?

2. Is the content current? Or is it out of date information?

3. Where exactly is the content published

4. Estimate how damaging the content might be on a scale 1-10
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With these answered you can now make a sensible decision on what to do 
about it.

Removing Content from Websites and Search Indexes 

Removing From Third Party Sites

Firstly if it is something that is completely untrue or simply libellous?

If this is the case you can start by trying to get it removed completed by 
contacting the publisher.

If this is published on a third party blog or website you will need to contact 
them and request that the content be removed. You will need to explain 
exactly why the content should be removed so give facts etc. If you already 
have some kind of legal action against the originator of the content (the 
person who said it in the first place) then you can use that to convince the 
publisher to remove the content.

If you cannot identify the publisher (webmaster) of the site it is posted on 
then you can use whois to find the “admin” and “abuse” contact email and 
telephone number.

https://who.is/

In the screen shot below you will see that I have searched on the URL of a 
blog at http://stuffyoushouldknow.com and have found all the contact 
information I need. Primarily the “abuse” email and telephone number but 
also the contact address and registrar details.
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If you are unable to get the content removed by contacting the webmaster 
or site owner you can also try requesting directly from the ISP (Internet 
Service Provider).

You can generally identify the ISP from the Registrant information or The 
DNS information. In most cases these will show you the domain of the ISP.  A
simple Google search for that domain will find a contact address for the ISP.

With any request just be professional. Don't start out with threatening 
people. Few people actually respond well to threats and some will actually 
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dig their heels in and make things worse.

There are other ways you can get content removed. If you can show that 
the content infringes someone copyright you can send a DMCA notice to the 
same addresses as above. Most sites and ISPs will comply with a DMCA 
takedown notice.

See how to do that and examples for your guidance at http://www.dmca-
info.com/sending-a-dmca-takedown-notice.html.

Under recent legislation Google has been required to remove certain 
categories of content if request. This has been coined “the right to be 
forgotten”.

Currently it is only enforcible under European legislation although it is likely
extend to other countries in then future. 

You can see the full ruling here with details and examples.

http://ec.europa.eu/justice/data-
protection/files/factsheets/factsheet_data_protection_en.pdf

In very basic terms it means you can request that any out of date or 
incorrect personal information be removed from the search indexes. Note 
this does not remove the actual content but if no-one can find it then it 
won't matter.

Although the original ruling was directed at Google, both Microsoft (Bing) 
and Yahoo have also taken this on-board and offered an easy way for people
to make requests.
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See also Google information on removing “illegal” information.

https://support.google.com/legal/answer/3110420?rd=2

You can find the removal request forms here:

https://support.google.com/legal/contact/lr_eudpa?product=websearch

https://www.bing.com/webmaster/tools/eu-privacy-request

It's just possible that you actually find some negative content on your own 
site. It may be negative reviews it may be negative comments or it may just
be old content that is no longer valid or relevant. Of course you can easily 
remove that.

However Google may not be as quick to refresh their index. So you may find
yourself in a situation where the actual content has been removed but it is 
still returning in the search results.

In this case you can use the Google Webmaster tools to request that old 
pages are removed from the index. You can simply request removal of pages
from your own sites of course.

https://www.google.com/webmasters/tools/removals

When Content Cannot Be Removed

You may not be able to get all the content you would like deleted. In these 
cases you have two main options. 
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1. respond to the content where possible to mitigate the impact.

2.  Use SEO to push the offending content search result from page one.

I have dedicated a whole chapter on how to respond to complaints so will 
deal mainly now with the SEO option.

If you are unable to remove the actual content (and in some cases even if 
you are) the main method for improving your reputation is to use Search 
Engine Optimization (SEO) on new and existing content to push the 
offending content off page one of the search engine results.

As I said, content may still be found on it’s published site but if it doesn't 
show in the search engine results then it's likely no-one will see it anyway.

It's a well established fact that most people do not look past page one of 
Google results, and that Google is by far the most used search engine so 
pushing anything down to page two will generally achieve what you need.

I will not be going through specific SEO techniques in this guide. There are 
many tutorials and outsource services for Search Engine Optimization.

Either referencing your reputation worksheet you created originally or do a 
manual Google search for your name, brand, business or product etc.

Where there are search results on the first page that you want to push 
down your best option is to create some content of your own based around 
the keyword your searched for ( name, brand, business or product etc.).
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The idea is to write a more Google friendly article than the one you want to
push down. You will need to write about the same subject but don't address 
the complaint or issue. This content should stand on it's own as a piece of 
positive content.

You can try and use the authority of a third party site by posting content on 
for instance a bloggers blog but a better long term strategy is to post on 
your own blog as you will have full control over the content. Third party 
sites can close you down or block your content if the feel like it.

Depending on the level of the SEO competition in the results will depend on
how much more you might need to do to get your new page ranked. If the 
keyword is in your business or brand domain and you post your content on 
that domain then basic on-page SEO may be enough to rank your page.

If not you will need to point a few good backlinks (off-page SEO) to the 
page to boosts it's position. If your site or blog has some authority already 
(which generally comes from adding regular good content) it can rank 
quickly.

Note that Google will not generally fill all 10 page one results from one site 
or domain. It will offer a mixture of results on page one to give the user a 
good search experience. This may mean you will need to add articles and 
content to a number of different sites to fully populate or dominate the 
page one results.

Using sites like WordPress.org and Blogger.com can help rank pages quickly 
and may be a good short term fix. Remember that these are not under your 
full control though and can be removed so long term you should build 
content on your own sites.
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Also be careful with content you add to these third party sites/blogs. Many 
do not allow self promotion so do not add any purchase links to the content 
and do not make the content purely promotionally or you will quickly see 
your accounts closed and your sites gone.

Images and Videos

Removal of images and videos is basically the same as suggested above.

Below is an example of how images and videos can appear in the search 
results.
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Below is a great example of how a local diner has dominated the Google 
image results.

In the case of images you will want to see the search results and Google 
Images etc. return lots of great publicity pictures of your business, brand or
product.  

The best way to do that is to load up the pictures you want to be shown 
into Google Plus. These are very likely to then start appearing in the Web 
results as well as the Google Images.

Remember to use the keyword (business name or product etc.) in the file 
name and include it in the title and description.
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Post the same images on your blog or website and use standard image on-
page SEO (keyword in file name, title, description and alt text). In fact post
as many images as you want on any internet real estate you own or can post
on. Google will happily crawl all these and index your images.

Again if you find that there are still images you do not want showing at the 
top of the results then see what images are ranking high and add some 
authority backlinks to the urls they are hosted on.

Use similar process with video (Google owns YouTube!). Add some great 
positive message videos to YouTube and add a good description. 
Remembering to use keywords in title and file name of course.

You can post the same videos to other video sharing sites like Vimeo, Vevo 
and daily motion.

If you need to push another video off the page one Google results you can 
add backlinks to the YouTube video URL 

I.e. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uy4bratwBog

Suggest Results

Google and other search engines offer suggested result as you type in your 
search query. This is to help reduce typing time and create short-cuts to the
information the searcher is looking for.
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You can see great example below

However in some cases they may offer a less than positive suggestion. i.e. 
Bill's car sales complaints.

These suggestions are not defined by normal SEO practices. I have seen a 
lot of people trying to remove these suggestions either by request to Google
or by increasing the standard SEO to their own pages.

Neither of these solutions will work.

Like all of Google's activities it is shrouded in secret. However it is clear 
that the biggest influence on Google suggest is how many times a keyword 
or phrase is typed (or selected).

Google wants to offer the most likely choice to searchers so it makes sense 
that this decision is made from the behaviour of previous searchers.

Of course it is a little more complicated as there will be variations for 
country search engines.
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In short the basic method for pushing out the negative suggestion is to 
replace it with a positive one. For instance if 

“ Bill's car sales complaints”  appeared in the auto suggest then you could 
target 

“Bill's car sales inventory” or  “Bill's car sales Plymouth”

Of course pushing auto suggestions down means getting above the negative 
suggestion. If that suggestion is at or near the top then you may need to 
add in more than one suggestion.

The current search numbers will effect how many searches of a particular 
keyword is required to add it to the auto suggest list. You can try looking at 
the search volumes in Google Keyword Planner but that will only be an 
estimate. So it will be difficult to accurately estimate just how many 
searches are needed.

The other issue is the way you go about doing this. It is likely that any 
attempt to a manipulate Google results (search or auto suggest) will be 
against Google Terms and conditions. Where you draw a line tends to be a 
personal choice.

However there are many examples of mainstream companies doing just 
this.

Your challenge is to come up with the right method for your client to get a 
lot of searchers looking for a specific keyword phrase.
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As an example. Company A has a suggest keyword appearing that is 
“Company A Complaints”. So they embark on a process to change that. 

On their website they create a web page that has a competition on it. 
Customers are asked a simple question and prompted to tick one of three 
boxes. All right answers are entered into a draw and the winner gets an 
iPad.

Not bad!

Now, Company A runs an advertising campaign but does not list the website 
URL they simple ask people to search for “Company A Competition” to find 
the entry form. This creates a large amount of searches on the keyword and
shortly it appears in the auto suggestions.

So in practice simply getting a large number of people to search on a new 
(non-negative) expression can push out your negative one.

There are many ways to get people to search on a particular expression.

Offer a job (on Mechanical Turk or some other crowd sourced work website 
for example) to 'search on '”Company A Sales” and record the position of 
the first result that contains CompanyA.com'.

Run a radio or newspaper ad to drive searches

Run a social media campaign on Facebook or Twitter

Even PPC ads may be an option especially if you are not a very well known 
brand. The less people searching the cheaper your clicks.
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As I said any manipulation of the search engines would be frowned upon by 
the search engines so you will need to keep things as legitimate as possible.

Obviously offering a competition would be a good idea. Other options might
be to offer discount coupons or vouchers or request reviews in your ad 
campaign.

So you could ask people to search for “CompanyACoupons, 
CompanyADiscounts, CompanyAVouchers, CompanAReviews etc. after 
setting up the appropriate pages.

Checking Out Your Competitors

Yes, every business has competitors. They are run by different people in 
different ways. Some may be good and some may be bad. No matter what 
they are though, they are a treasure trove of information.

In an earlier chapter you discovered just how easy it is to search for reviews
about your company right?

Well it's just as easy to search for reviews about your competitors.

Not so you can decide if you are better or worse than them but so you can 
leverage from their customers. That's right. Their customers are probably 
leaving reviews about them. So gather up all their positive review and all 
the negative reviews.

Suddenly you have  away of figuring out what your competitor's customer 
(your potential customers) like and what they don't like. Sure you are 
competitors but there are bound to differences in what you deliver and the 
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way you deliver it.

Reading through your competitors reviews is great way to get to know your 
potential customers. 

Share this information with your management team. Maybe they can come 
up with some great new ideas for your business or block some potential 
pitfalls you haven’t yet seen in your business. 

If your competitors reviews expound the virtues of the new customer coffee
machine in the reception area then maybe you could benefit from one as 
well. 

Grow Your Business With Constant Content

With all the fire-fighting under control and some future plans laid out you 
can leverage from all this good work you have already done. You can now 
continue to grow your reputation, your brand and your authority online.

As I mentioned earlier brand and authority are created. They do not happen
by accident. Creating good quality content for your brand across all 
platforms is an ongoing process that will pay dividends.

Not only is it more difficult to damage the reputation of a strong brand but 
strong brands generate loyal customers and bring in new customers just 
based on the brands reputation. This also creates authority and presents 
your business as an expert in your specific market and customers love to go 
to the experts. And you can rank better in the search engine’s.
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Experts exude authority and that makes potential customers feel safe and 
confident in using your business.

Authority and strong brands also helps web pages rank strongly so your 
content will find better ranking in the search engine. Win, Win, Win! 

Creating Your Reputation Management Business Plan

Like all things in business you must make a plan. Reputation Management 
like anything else can be reduced to a process. Being part of process means 
that everyone knows how it works, who does what and when and why.

So you need to add Reputation Management into your standard Operation 
Procedures. It should be fully documented and everyone in the business 
should understand how they fit into the master plan and what 
responsibilities they have for it.

Engaging your staff in Reputation Management is actually very important. 
After all most businesses are their staff. Certainly in bricks and mortar 
companies almost every customer interaction happens with real people, 
your staff.

Not only must they understand how their behaviour and actions can effect 
your customers experience and hence the reputation directly but they 
should also be involved the back-end process like responding to customers 
reviews, assessing reviews, improving processes etc.
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Each business will need to create a plan specific to them. All businesses are 
different and have different needs but there is a generic structure you can 
use to build that plan. Some specific steps that need to be taken to fully 
manage your reputation online.

Create Your Reputation Management Plan around the following 
structure.

1. Define Roles and Responsibility

1. Define and assign all roles required for the RM plan.

2. Collected data should be reviewed 

2. Monitor All Online Customer Reviews

1. Manual and automated collection of reviews

2. Record ratings (star), number of reviews and comments

3. Consider measuring against service levels

3. Respond To Online Customer Reviews

1. Respond public ally to reviews

2. Answer negative issues or complaints

3. Thank and re-iterate positive reviews

4. Assess Staff Performance From Reviews

1. Link performance metrics to review metrics to drive up ratings

5. Assess Processes And Infrastructure From Reviews

1. Can gain benefit from infrastructure improvements or changes

2. Can you gain benefit from process changes.
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6. Monitor Social Mentions

1. Monitor all mentions on social networks

2. Monitor all mentions on websites and blogs

3. Respond and process as per customer reviews 

7. Monitor All Online Customer Reviews

1. Monitor customer reviews

2. Monitor Social Mentions

3. Monitor competitors responses

8. Assess Competitor Reviews

1. Compare their average rating to yours

2. Use comment data to improve your own business

3. Compare competitors responses (how effective?)

9. Manage Facebook And Twitter

1. Share business info

2. Share vouchers, discounts and offers etc.

3. Respond to user questions and comments

4. Make it fun (it's social media)

10. Post On Blogs and Forums

1. Find blogs and forums in your business niche

2. Create accounts and profiles

3. Engage in conversation

4. Contribute with useful answers

11. Maintain Profiles

1. Keep social profiles updated (contact details/description/images 
etc.) 
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12. Drive Customer Reviews

1. Implement automatic review management I.e. Power Online 
Reviews

2. Add review links to email signatures

3. Email campaigns

4. Prompts on website

5. Give-away prompt cards by staff

6. Printed on receipts

My Top Secret Free Resource For Sales Training
http://www.businessballs.com/salestraining.htm

This is my my favourite sales training sites. Not only is it completely free 
but it is stuffed with fantastic advice and information on all aspects of 
selling.  The site is not laid out in a traditional manner, which is great and 
shows it is not just a bunch of spun or regurgitated material designed to 
attract you to the site.

The link above is specifically for the sales orientated training but the site 
offer much more with a full range of business training

QUOTE:

“Businessballs is a free ethical learning and development resource for 
people and organizations, run by Alan Chapman, in Leicester, England.

Businessballs.com launched at the end of 1999. The concept began a few 
years earlier as an experimental online collection of learning and 
development ideas. The website is now used by about a million people each
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month. Alan originally created the Businessballs name for juggling balls in 
his training and development business. 

The philosophy of the website is intended to be ethical, practical, 
innovative, compassionate and enjoyable.”

Power Online Reviews

Manage Your Customer Reviews to drive more positive reviews and easier
management and mitigation of negative reviews.

Click Here For Full Details And Demonstration Video
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